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Development Economics: An Overview
Christopher B. Barrett

I.

Understanding Human Well‐being: An Integrative Perspective

When Routledge invited me to assemble a four volume collection to represent the
best of development economics, I knew it would be a stimulating but daunting
challenge. A first cut at enumerating the essential readings in the field yielded a
monstrous tome of nearly 5000 pages, more than three times what my editor would
permit. The wide range of excellent work by so many talented scholars immediately
necessitated hard thematic choices in order to establish appropriate, if inherently
arbitrary, boundaries for this project. Much important work would need to be left out
in order to tell the story of development economics compactly and coherently.
With its focus on understanding how resource allocation, human behavior,
institutional arrangements and private and public policy jointly influence the evolution
of the human condition, development economics is arguably the original and most
fundamental field within the discipline of economics, at least as it relates to the social
sciences and humanities more broadly. As the opening sentence of T.W. Schultz’s 1979
Nobel Prize lecture declared, “Most of the people in the world are poor, so if we knew
the economics of being poor, we would know much of the economics that really
matters.” (Schultz 1980, p.639) Ultimately, virtually all important work in development
economics focuses on improving our knowledge of being – or becoming – poor and,
more hopefully, about the processes by which people avoid or escape poverty and enjoy
improved standards of living. Such work ranges from understanding the decision
making processes, contractual and extra‐contractual arrangements within and among
households and firms that lead to inefficiency, exclusion, and/or vulnerability, to
identifying what determines the emergence and diffusion of improved production
technologies and who gains from new trading opportunities, to establishing the welfare
costs associated with different sectoral or macro policies, and the nature of national‐
scale economic growth and its relationship to inequality, trade and sociopolitical
institutions.
In this collection, I can therefore really only scratch the surface. My objective in this
collection and especially in this introductory essay is therefore not to be comprehensive,
nor to go deep into the details of the many fascinating threads that jointly make up the
rich fabric of development economics. Rather, the aim is to introduce the broad themes
of development economics, to familiarize the reader with central issues and seminal
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findings that have guided the field’s evolution of the past half century or so, and to flag
a number of key additional readings for those who wish to plumb particular sub‐topics
in greater depth.
So what are the core themes of the field? Development economics research
ultimately describes and explores the causal reasons why some countries, communities
and people are rich and others are poor. What structural factors distinguish the
experience of those who enjoy high and/or rising standards of living from those
enduring low and/or stagnant conditions? Of greatest practical importance, what can
be done to reinforce the experience of the former subpopulation and to relieve the
suffering of the latter?
Thus frontier research in the field has always taken place at multiple scales of
analysis, from the micro realm of individuals, households, and firms, through the meso
range of communities, groups, networks, regions and villages, to the macro level of
nation states, continents and the globe. The natural integration of these scale‐specific
literatures is too often overlooked as we scholars specialize in our own niche. Yet the
complementarity is there, just beneath the surface of the journals and monographs.
Hence the two core themes around which this volume is organized: (i)
understanding patterns of human well‐being and (ii) an integrative perspective that
bridges micro‐economic, macro‐economic and the oft‐ignored middle‐level – or meso‐
economic – scales of analysis. The papers selected for inclusion all ultimately speak to
the first of these themes, sometimes quite directly, other times more indirectly by, for
example, tackling critical intermediate topics such as inter‐sectoral linkages or financial
services. The second theme emerges more from the allocation of space across topics,
especially the dedication of one volume each to micro‐, meso‐ and macro‐level
phenomena and the explicit incorporation of papers that address similar issues at
different scales of analysis. The main issue that re‐emerges at each level of analysis
concerns the dynamics of human well‐being, often reflected in growth in income,
wealth or other welfare metrics, and the possibility of multiple dynamic equilibria,
including a “low level equilibrium “ more popularly known as a “poverty trap”. Such
issues can be studied at multiple levels and common themes and interrelationships
appear routinely, as discussed below.1
Rapid economic growth is, in historical terms, a recent phenomenon confined to the
past three hundred years for less than one‐quarter of the world’s population. Growing
and seemingly persistent gaps in prosperity between rich and poor people – within and
between countries – contributes to sociopolitical tensions, affects patterns of human
pressure on the natural environment, and generally touches all facets of human
See Barrett and Swallow (2006) for a more detailed conceptual discussion of the interrelationship of
poverty traps across micro‐, meso‐ and macro‐scales of analysis.
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existence. Understanding the process of economic development is thus central to most
research in economics and the social sciences more broadly. Development economics
nonetheless emerged as a distinct field of analytical, empirical and institutional research
only in the past half century or so, with especially rapid progress in the past generation.
An ideational revolution occurred in the social sciences in the 1970s. In economics,
this revolution was waged by monetarists and by public choice and rational
expectations theorists against the Keynesian paradigm that had dominated the post‐
World War II world. The result was a general reaction against government
interventionism and in favor of free markets and minimalist variants of neoclassical
economic thought. As a consequence, development problems came to be seen largely as
resulting from an excess of government interference in the economy.
By the 1980s, development was very much out of favor as a subdiscipline within
economics. Throughout the latter 1980s and early 1990s, many concurred with Lalʹs
(1983) assessment that development economics constitutes little more than a futile quest
for queer exceptions to the rules of mainstream economics, and that the fundamental
fallacy of such pursuits was belied by the catastrophic failure of state‐planned
economies. A widespread assumption existed that development ought to be nothing
more than the extension of neoclassical orthodoxy to low‐ and middle‐income
countries.
Things have changed. A major resurgence is evident in development economics as
many leading economists and economics departments around the world have begun to
focus again on development issues over the past decade or two and premier scholarly
recognition – Nobel Prizes, John Bates Clark Medals, MacArthur “genius” awards and
the like – has been bestowed on eminent scholars working within development
economics. This reflects a natural return to development economics’ proper place
within the broader discipline.
Bardhan (1993) points out that development economics’ rich history has produced
much of lasting importance to economics more broadly: efficiency wage theory,
dynamic (pecuniary and technological) externalities, multiple equilibria, principal‐agent
modeling; adverse selection; rent‐seeking and political economy; nonlinear pricing, etc.
To that listing one might add, from the past fifteen years’ work, intrahousehold issues
and the social economics of identity and networks. Today many mainstream
economists rediscover development models and formalize them with great fanfare (e.g.,
most endogenous growth theory that exploits nonconvexities, which traces its origins to
Young (1928) and Rosenstein‐Rodan (1943 and chapter 5)). As the neoclassical fantasy
of perfect markets and information, constant returns to scale, etc. crumbles in the
mainstream journals, neoclassical theorists have turned back to development economics
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applications and claimed them as their own. Development economics has thus
influenced mainstream economics and social sciences in multiple important ways.
This is because at its core, the development economics literature has evinced a clear
perception of both the strengths and the weaknesses of orthodox neoclassical
economics, especially in its standard Walrasian form with constant returns to scale,
perfect competition, complete and frictionless markets, perfect information, anonymous
and one‐off exchange. The wave of information economics launched by Stiglitz,
Akerlof and others largely from within development economics has permeated the
whole of the discipline. Historically, development economists have dared to stray from
the well‐worn grooves of mainstream economics, without rejecting the tools of rational
choice theory. Hence the occasional marginalization that often comes with creativity,
but also the high returns to the best work in the field.
Development economics is the domain of those who wish to be able to explain better
the behavior of poor individuals and communities in order that useful predictions and
prescriptions might be feasible. Development economists do good positive analysis not
because that is the end of good economic analysis, but because that is the start, the
foundation from which one can offer rigorous, defensible prescriptive analyses in an
effort to improve the human condition.
Stiglitz (1989, p.19) makes an especially apt of defense of development economics,
likening it to mainstream economics as pathology is to medicine; ʺ[t]he difference is
that in economics, pathology is the rule: less than a quarter of mankind lives in the
developed economies.ʺ Indeed, Stiglitz sees in the study of developing economies the
key to more fundamental understandings of the way economies work (and do not
work). Another Nobel Laureate, Amartya Sen (1988, p.11), emphasized that
development economics must be concerned with keeping alive the ʺfoundational
motivation of the subject of economics in general.ʺ
This four‐volume collection of seminal papers in development economics captures
much of the spirit of Sen’s injunction. This first volume aims to pin down key themes,
especially related to poverty and welfare dynamics, the principal drivers of long‐term
improvement in the human condition – technological change and market participation –
and the workhorse analytical tools of the field: household and intrahousehold models.
The papers that follow in volume 2 provide a reasonably thorough representation of the
evolution and current state of the art of the field of development microeconomics,
covering research focused on individual‐, household‐ and firm‐‐level behaviors(. The
collection then moves on to explore meso‐level institutional phenomena associated with
communities and markets (volume 3). The concluding volume 4 aggregates still
further, turning to development macroeconomics, with its emphasis on patterns of
aggregate growth, trade, inequality and political economy. A cross‐section of
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theoretical and empirical research is included in each volume so as to provide an
accurate representation of the breadth of the field of development economics.
The papers chosen for inclusion in these four volumes have been selected both for
their clarity and for their complementarity to the rest of the collection, as well as for
their impact on thinking within the field. Selecting a mere 1500 pages from the vast
development economics literature was a daunting, indeed humbling task. Space
constraints necessitated omitting several entire threads of the literature – e.g., on
industrialization, on foreign direct investment, on environment‐poverty links, on
market integration and spatial or intertemporal price transmission, on fertility and
population issues in development – as well as quite a few truly seminal papers on
topics included in this set (e.g., Young 1928, Lewis 1954, Stiglitz 1974), although the core
findings of the latter papers are reflected in other (typically more compact) papers in
this collection. Several outstanding review pieces likewise had to be omitted because
the opportunity cost of including them in whole was simply too high. This introduction
invokes those papers to supplement explanation of seminal points from the works
selected for inclusion in these for volumes. Interested readers are strongly encouraged
to explore these other, key omitted works as well if they wish to delve more deeply into
particular sub‐literatures of interest.

II.

Development, poverty and welfare dynamics

A. Concepts and metrics of development
The necessary first step in introducing the field of development economics is to
define the elusive concept of development. Sen won a Nobel Prize for his path‐
breaking efforts in this task. Chapter 2 therefore gives Sen (1988) the first word in this
collection.
What does “development” mean? Most people would readily agree that it relates to
improvement in the human condition, to better standards of living. But that merely
displaces the definitional problem. How do we know if standards of living improve?
Economists most commonly use measures of output and associated income or
expenditures as metrics. These flow measures are surely related to well‐being, as
virtually everyone would prefer more of such things to less, all else held constant. But
the inherent stochasticity and transience of flow measures encourages other analysts to
focus on stock measures – loosely speaking, assets – as a more durable representation of
human well‐being. Capital in its many guises – financial, human, manufactured,
natural, social – thus plays a prominent role in much of development economics.
The problem with such stock or flow definitions, of course, is that incomes,
expenditures and assets all privilege material conditions and offer a time‐bound view of
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the kind of life people live. As Sen (1981, 1985, 1995) has so eloquently argued in a
series of seminal books, insofar as development is concerned with humans experiencing
a better life, the focus ought to be on the length and quality of that life, or on the
“entitlements”, “capabilities” and “functionings” of persons. Chapter 2 develops these
concepts, their philosophical foundations, and their implications for measurement and
analysis in development economics.
Unfortunately, we have only crude indicators available to represent these concepts.
Literacy, heath status, longevity, etc. all provide important metrics of well‐being. But
none are inherently superior to the traditional economic measures of income or wealth.
Indeed, in a fictional world of complete and competitive markets, income flows and/or
asset stocks would suffice to describe well‐being since they would fully define people’s
choice sets and if all things worthwhile in life were tradable, the choice set would
describe the full set of individuals’ capabilities. Since no such world exists, however,
our usual welfare metrics – income, expenditures and assets – may be the best scalar
measure of development available, given the reasonably strong correlation with many
other metrics of interest, but they are highly and unavoidably imperfect.
This issue really comes to a head when we try to come up with practical statistics to
describe the human condition. Policymakers need measures by which they can
evaluate whether or not progress is being made; are people better off now than before?
Who is doing well and who is not doing so well?
The standard macroeconomic measure, gross domestic product (GDP) or gross
national product (GNP) – commonly in real (i.e., inflation‐adjusted) , per capita form –
is a handy summary of the aggregate activity of an economy. But as the sum of all
output or earnings in an economy – divided by the population in the case of per capita
measures – national accounts measures offer an obviously weak indicator of the
experience of individuals, given considerable cross‐sectional variation in standards of
living.
In particular, development economists typically concern themselves primarily with
the well‐being of a society’s poorer members. A massive literature on poverty
measurement has therefore emerged over the years. Lipton and Ravallion (1995) and
Ravallion (1996) offer superb syntheses of that literature as of the early 1990s.
At the risk of grossly oversimplifying a complex literature, there are three
fundamental questions in poverty measurement. First, one must decide on the relevant
metric; economists typically rely on income or consumption as a measure of one’s
choice set. Other metrics exist: health status, educational attainment, political rights,
etc. These measures all tend to be correlated, thus coarse aggregate measures are
typically roughly similar across measures, although this rapidly breaks down the more
disaggregated the analysis becomes. For this reason, many development scholars and
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policymakers have long favored multidimensional representations of well‐being. The
United Nations Development Programme developed – and has regularly revised the
computation of – a Human Development Index, reported in its annual flagship
publication, the Human Development Report, precisely to capture the multidimensional
nature of well‐being. Of course, that effort, like all such endeavors, suffers from
weaknesses associated with an arbitrary weighting of different metrics.
There has been progress, however, in multidimensional representations of well‐
being. Duclos, Sahn and Younger (2006, chapter 4) reflects the current state‐of‐the‐art
Extending the dominance approach to poverty comparisons initially advanced by
Atkinson (1987) and Foster and Shorrocks (1988a,b), Duclos et al. develop and
demonstrate an empirical method of making multidimensional poverty comparisons.
Their methods are quite general, allowing for different definitions of poverty based on
alternative aggregation procedures across and within individual dimensions of
measurement.
Second, one must establish an appropriate poverty line, an inherently arbitrary point
at which one separates the non‐poor from the poor. This is a longstanding point of
contention, for many reasons. There is no universally agreed threshold at which quality
of life is deemed satisfactory; individual heterogeneity is so great that even within a
community, defining a poverty line is naturally contentious. Moreover, spatial and
intertemporal variation in prices limit the appropriateness of any single poverty line to
all people in all places and at all times. Other major concerns include the units of
measurement (does one study individuals or households, and if the latter, how does
one account properly for possible scale economies within households (Deaton 1997)?),
the period of aggregation (are we concerned about temporary or chronic poverty, or
both?), and the difficulty of establishing an absolute measure of poverty, given that the
social definition of what constitutes material “necessity” for a good life varies so
markedly across cultures and over time. These important concerns notwithstanding,
policymakers need a poverty line, arbitrary as it may be. Dating at least to Rowntree’s
(1910) and Orshanky’s (1965) work in the U.K. and U.S., poverty lines have commonly
been based (if only implicitly) on estimates of nutritional requirements and some
multiple of the cost of a market basket yielding this minimum level, with the multiple
intended to reflect other basic needs in some crude, fixed proportions sense.
The third fundamental question in poverty measurement revolves around what one
counts and how. Are we interested in a head count of people living beneath the
poverty line, regardless of how close or far they might be from that line? Are we
interested in the amount of money it would take to close the “poverty gap,” i.e., to bring
every poor person up to the poverty line? Do we prefer to place extra weight, for social
ethics reasons, on the poverty of the poorest members of society, so that improving their
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well‐being generates greater improvements in the poverty indicator per monetary unit
transferred than would equivalent transfers to less poor individuals? The answer is
commonly “yes” to all of the above, as different questions are salient in different
contexts. Hence the attractiveness of the seminal “class of decomposable poverty
measures” introduced by Foster, Greer and Thorbecke (1984, chapter 3). The FGT
poverty measures, as they have come to be known, have become the gold standard in
applied poverty analysis worldwide, enabling direct comparison of poverty indicators
over time and across countries using similar accounting methods, albeit dependent on
potentially different poverty lines, measures of well‐being and sampling strategies.
While the finer points of poverty measurement will remain contested, widespread
agreement has nonetheless been achieved with respect to how to identify the extent of
poverty in a given economy at a point in time. However, poverty measurement is
typically static, offering a snapshot of a society at a particular moment in time rather
than a more dynamic, “cinematic” view of how individual well‐being evolves over time
within a particular society. Advances in collection and analysis of longitudinal micro‐
level data – commonly known in economics as “panel” data – have enabled increased
study of the dynamics of human well‐being; see Baulch and Hoddinott (2000) or Barrett,
Carter and Little (2007) for recent collections of such work. These emerging studies of
micro‐level welfare dynamics create a natural bridge across scales of analysis in
development economics, to what is arguably the central theme of development
macroeconomics: growth (see chapters 48‐51).

B. Growth: Back to the Future
The ultimate objective of research on economic growth is to explain cross‐country
differences in growth experience and to determine whether such explicable differences
carry any useful implications for raising poor countries’ standards of living to those of
richer nations. One can make a case that Young (1928) and Rosenstein‐Rodan (1943;
chapter 5) launched development economics as we know it today. Drawing on and
carefully invoking Alfred Marshallʹs distinction between internal and external
economies, Young introduced the analytics of growth based on increasing returns. This
provided the central concepts that underpin the seminal works of what Krugman (1993)
called “high development theory” of the 1940s and 1950s. The balanced growth model
of Rosenstein‐Rodan (1943), Myrdal’s (1957) “circular and cumulative causation”,
Nelson (1956) and Leibenstein’s (1957) “low level equilibrium trap”, Scitovsky’s (1954)
external economies, Nurkse’s (1952, 1953) “big push” theory, and later formalizations
of these and related strands of the growth literature relied on the pecuniary externalities
and inter‐firm or inter‐sectoral complementarities to generate growth processes
characterized by multiple equilibria, more popularly known today as “poverty traps”.
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This also gave rise to more careful attention paid to backward and forward linkages
among sectors, initially and eloquently explored by Hirschman (1958) and expanded
upon by others, such as Johnston and Mellor (1961; chapter 45), who emphasized the
particular importance of the agricultural sector due to its extraordinary linkages to
other sectors.
The ideas introduced by Young and applied to development problems by
Rosenstein‐Rodan and his successors fell dormant for decades, however. Krugman
(1993) argues that the “high development theorists” inability or unwillingness to
formalize their insights in mathematical form helped enable the more precise
formulations of Solow (1956) to outcompete them. Solow’s model, based on key
assumptions of constant returns to scale, competitive equilibrium, exogenous
technological change and no externalities, refined and extended the familiar Harrod‐
Domar formulation. In the Harrod‐Domar formulation that dominated analyses of
economic growth throughout the 1940s and 1950s, the capital‐output ratio was assumed
fixed and growth rates could be readily manipulated by changing savings rates. Solow
endogenized the capital‐output ratio, letting it vary naturally with per capita
availability of capital in the economy and the resulting marginal returns to capital
under the assumption of diminishing returns to any single factor of production. The
implication of the Solow growth model were powerful: accumulation of physical capital
then affects not the steady‐state growth rate in an economy, only the level of income,
and technological progress became a key, exogenous driver of growth. Solow’s growth
model dominated the field for over 30 years, even though it treated savings and
technological progress as completely exogenous.
The neoclassical Solow model’s predictions of convergent growth processes were
nonetheless hard to square with the empirical evidence that suggested instead
“divergence, big time” (Pritchett 1997). Empirical research by Quah (1996; chapter 50),
Durlauf and Johnson (1995; chapter 51) and Hansen (2000) developed more advanced
econometric methods capable of identifying high‐order nonlinearities and threshold
effects in macro‐level growth processes. The growing body of empirical evidence
against the convergence hypothesis reinforced advances in what came to be known as
“endogenous growth theory” (Romer 1986, 1990, 1993, Lucas 1988, 1993; see chapters 48
and 49). These macro models of growth, like leading micro models of poverty traps
(e.g., Loury 1981, Murphy, Schleifer and Vishny 1989, Azariadis and Drazen 1990,
Banerjee and Newman 1993, and Galor and Zeira 1993, Mookherjee and Ray 2000; see
chapters 6, 52 and 53), revived some of the internal and external economies of scale,
pecuniary externalities and complementarities notions of the early development
theorists, but now with the mathematical formalism required of contemporary
economic theory. The literature has gone back to the future in rediscovering powerful
ideas that lay dormant for many years.
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The emergence of detailed micro‐level panel data sets has sparked a recent empirical
literature of micro‐level studies of growth, many of which find suggestive evidence of
poverty traps and the persistent effects of shocks on the poor (Dercon 1998, 2004,
Lybbert et al. 2004, Barrett et al. 2007).2 The basic idea behind these recent explorations
of micro‐level poverty traps is analogous to that in the more macro literature: locally
increasing returns to scale may generate multiple equilibria and thwart the ability of
initially poor households to catch‐up and converge with their wealthier neighbors.
Carter and Barrett (2006; chapter 8) develop the reasoning behind such phenomena,
discuss the empirical evidence, and offer a relevant extension of the familiar Foster‐
Greer‐Thorbecke class of poverty measures to the dynamic realm in the presence of
potential asset thresholds associated with poverty traps.

C. Inequality and growth
One clear implication of the literature on multiple equilibria and poverty traps is
that differences in living standards among households within an economy can grow
and persist. Inequality can emerge naturally from growth processes. Kuznets (1955) first
called attention to the prospective relation between economic growth and inequality,
hypothesizing that economies begin poor and relatively equal as most members subsist
through crop and livestock agriculture. Then, as individuals begin to save and
diversify out of agriculture, both inequality and average incomes increase naturally.
Over time, sectors with higher average levels of income attract more and more people
from sectors offering lower average incomes, slowing the rate of income growth –
hinting at Solow’s convergence hypothesis – and reducing inequality within the
population. Plotting inequality on the y‐axis and income or output on the x‐axis of an
admittedly speculative empirical investigation, Kuznets came up with what has ever
since been known as his “inverted U”.3

In some cases, these processes appear specific to distinct regions, giving rise to concerns about
geographic poverty traps (Jalan and Ravallion 2002).

2

This basic pattern has subsequently been extended to analysis of other hypothesized relationships with
the same inverted U relation to economic growth. For example, a burgeoning literature on the
“environmental Kuznets curve” explores the possibility that measures of degradation of the natural
environment increase initially as societies evolve from poor, agrarian economies into industrialized ones,
and then measures of environmental degradation decrease again as incomes continue to rise as improved
industrial technologies generate cleaner manufacturing processes and the transition to post‐industrial
services takes place (Dasgupta et al. 2002). The core Kuznets hypothesis, that some undesirable
phenomena have a non‐monotonic relation to incomes such that things must first get worse in the course
of economic growth before they get better, has had wide‐ranging impact.
3
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The empirical literature testing for Kuznets’ inverted U has generally refuted that
hypothesis,4 although many of the core ideas continue to tantalize development
economists. In addition to the sort of wealth and savings effects originally hypothesized
by Kuznets, the subsequent literature has added a political economy explanation for a
relation between economic growth and inequality. The core idea is that inequality
fosters pressures for redistribution that retard growth because (i) taxation to effect
redistribution of assets necessarily creates inefficiencies, and (ii) the costly political
competition over the scope and terms of any redistribution divert scarce resource to
directly unproductive rent‐seeking activities (Persson and Tabellini 1991, Alesina and
Rodrik 1994; chapter 54). These effects, like the wealth effects arguments, imply a
negative and fundamentally nonlinear relation between inequality and growth and
make empirical identification of any such relation challenging, as Banerjee and Duflo
(2003; chapter 55) explain. Hence the quite mixed empirical evidence on this point.

D. Investment in human capital
Improvements in education, health and nutrition are important for intrinsic reasons
as source of pleasure to individuals – as well as instrumental ones due to potential
effects on future labor productivity and earnings. These are among the best indicators
of well‐being, reflecting quite directly on individuals’ living conditions and capabilities.
Hence development economists’ longstanding interest in tracking changes in
educational attainment, health and nutritional status and in incorporating these in
multidimensional poverty measures, as exemplified by Duclos et al. (2006; chapter 4).
A longstanding empirical issue of broad interest to development economists is how
changes in income or expenditures affect food consumption patterns, human nutrition,
and, derivatively, human health and well being. A central debate revolves around
Engel curves, which describe the expansion path for goods with respect to income. If
Engel curves for nutrients and health are reasonably “steep”, meaning that food
consumption, nutrient intake, and human health respond reasonably strongly to
increases in income – at least among vulnerable subpopulations, if not among the
population as a whole – then income growth can broadly achieve non‐welfarist goals of
improved human nutrition and health. By contrast, if food consumption, nutrient
intake, and human health respond weakly or not at all to income, then growth‐based
development strategies are unlikely to be especially effective in advancing nutritional
and health objectives. Structural interventions (e.g., clean water, solid waste disposal,
primary health care, education, credit, market access infrastructure) may then be more
effective interventions if one wishes to improve the physical well being of poor persons.

4

See Fields (2001) for an excellent summary of the relevant literature.
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So the debate about income elasticities of food and nutrient demand is fairly central to
the question of how best to advance physical well being in the developing world.
Engel’s Law posits that food is a normal good, but a necessity, i.e., food has an
income or expenditure elasticity of demand between zero and one. The poor spend a
much larger share of their income on food than do wealthier persons. This basic fact
suggests that income elasticities of demand are low. But the drop in budget shares
appears relatively nonlinear in the data (Subramanian and Deaton 1996; chapter 23).
That is probably good news, in that if we hope that income growth will contribute
significantly to the reduction of hunger, food insecurity and poor health among the
poor, then we would hope that the marginal propensity to consume food – and more
specifically, nutrients – out of income is reasonably high among the poor.
Published income elasticities for food/nutrients range essentially from zero to one.
There is a longstanding assumption – with reasonable empirical support – that the
elasticity falls with income or wealth, but that the elasticity is sufficiently high so as to
make income growth a sufficient condition for improved nutrition. Over the past
twenty years, however, the income‐nutrition relation has been subject to heated
reevaluation as several studies have found much lower income elasticities of nutrient
intake than did earlier research. Behrman and Deolalikar (1987; chapter 22) and Bouis
and Haddad (1992) are oft‐cited examples of studies that find income elasticities
strikingly close to or statistically insignificantly different from zero. Others, such as
Subramanian and Deaton (1996; chapter 23) find higher income elasticities, especially
among the poor. The finding of a low income elasticity of food consumption or nutrient
intake sends the message to policymakers with non‐welfarist objectives that income
growth is a poor means of improving nutrition and health. The provision of basic needs
then seems to hold more appeal than does stimulus of income growth. Even more
fundamentally, if the strength of the relationship between income growth and other
indicators of well‐being (e.g., nutritional status) is weak, that calls into question the
appropriateness of income and wealth metrics of development, on which the economics
discipline leans heavily. So this is not just an arcane debate about a single point
estimate (or series of point estimates). Rather, the literature on the relation between
income or expenditure and food consumption and nutrition is fundamental to
development economics, as metaphor as much as for the topic of food consumption
itself.
Since human health and nutrition are inherently dynamic, it makes sense to try to
explore the dynamics of food consumption’s relationship to health and income. In the
standard life cycle model, with the subjective discount rate equal to the prevailing
interest rate, consumption each period simply equals permanent income. So
consumption only varies across periods in so far as there are nonstationary shocks to
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income or health status, or there exist market imperfections that limit individuals’
ability to save, borrow or insure. Then the permanent income hypothesis fails. Health
irreversibilities create an incentive to shift income towards current consumption so as to
increase the probability of avoiding thresholds below which permanent impairment
becomes likely, while liquidity constraints may cause households to experience
unwanted volatility in consumption if income is stochastic or deterministically
fluctuating (i.e., varies with certainty across time, perhaps due to the seasonality of
agricultural production). Add to this the fact that the marginal physical productivity of
nutrient intake may not be equal across time – due to seasonality in work effort or
disease incidence – and we have yet more reason to doubt the intertemporal constancy
of food consumption behavior.
Behrman et al. (1997; chapter 24) explore the dynamics of the nutrient intake‐income
relation using panel data on Pakistani farm households. They find that the income
elasticity of calorie availability depends importantly on the timing and anticipation of
income. During the planting period, food prices and interest rates are high, making
calories expensive; moreover, calorie intake also affects farm profitability because pre‐
harvest labor productivity is not directly observable and thus is subject to moral hazard.
For these reasons, income earned during the lean season can have a relatively strong
effect on calorie consumption. By contrast, harvest‐stage income has at best a small
effect on consumption when food is relatively plentiful and labor market imperfections
are absent because productivity is directly observable. These findings are consistent
with the belief that nutrient intake affects health status and therefore labor productivity
and income, as well as with the related belief that such effects are not uniform across
seasons, years or households, thus both cross‐sectional and periodic intra‐ and inter‐
annual variation are to be expected. The Behrman et al. paper underscores that
interventions’ impacts may depend on their timing: for example, providing income
support in lean periods in order to improve child health and nutrition if the income
elasticity of nutrient availability is highest at that time.
There is a second dimension in which human capital reflected in education, health
and nutrition has long interested development economists. Because individuals’ labor
power – both physical and creative – is a key productive asset in all economies, and
often the primary or only productive asset held by the poorest members in a society, the
study of human capital accumulation also becomes central for instrumental reasons,
due to the role it plays in explaining poverty and growth patterns. Endogenous growth
theory (e.g., Lucas 1993; chapter 48; Ljungqvist 1993) and modern models of poverty
traps (e.g., Banerjee and Newman 1993, chapter 6; Dasgupta 1997, chapter 7) especially
emphasize the central role of human capital formation in giving rise to multiple
equilibria.
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One key thread of this literature focuses on the self‐reinforcing effects of low initial
human capital. The paradigmatic example is the nutritional poverty trap posited at
least since Leibenstein (1957) but perhaps most elegantly developed by Dasgupta (1997;
chapter 7) , including in collaboration with Ray (Dasgupta and Ray 1986, 1987). The
core idea is reasonably simple. Given the significant minimum energy (and other
nutrient) requirements for a purely resting metabolism, a non‐convexity is introduced
in the production function for human labor power; the energy people have available for
work is an increasing function of intake only after clearing that minimum threshold.
The resulting locally increasing returns to nutrient intake create multiple equilibria. In
one equilibrium, little or no energy is expended by an unemployed worker unable to
afford the nutrients necessary to work. In the other, higher‐level equilibrium, labor
earnings pay for food enough to reproduce the worker’s labor power. While these
models can be – and often have been – interpreted too literally, they are instructive
about the complex dynamic relationship between nutrition and productivity. One
particular manifestation of a nutritional poverty trap can arise through involuntary
unemployment associated with a nutritional efficiency wage, although this is not the
only feasible means. Dynastic transmission from undernourished and poorly
compensated adults to their children can perpetuate the cycle, much as low educational
attainment and resulting low, unskilled earnings among parents can cause children to
fall into dynastic poverty traps (Loury 1981).
The nutritional poverty trap literature underscores that ill health is a cause as well as
a consequence of being and becoming poor. Gertler and Gruber (2002; chapter 25)
similarly find that major illnesses create major, and largely uninsured, economic shocks
for households. Conversely, as Strauss and Thomas (1999) report in an excellent survey
article, a range of studies indicate that better health is associated with improved labor
market outcomes, particularly in low‐income settings. The exact causal mechanisms
underlying these associations remain unclear, however, but seem to depend as much on
behaviors as on biophysical processes.
The impact of nutrition and health on labor market returns also sheds some light on
oft‐observed intra‐household inequality of nutrient intake and other measures of well‐
being (Haddad and Kanbur 1990, chapter 15). In cultures where physical labor is
common and work roles are sharply differentiated by age and gender, the marginal
impacts of nutrient intake on household income may vary markedly among household
members based on age and gender. Under such conditions, inequality aversion within
a household can attenuate observed intrahousehold inequality relative to the
distribution of consumption that would maximize household income (Pitt et al. 1990;
chapter 16).
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The effects of human capital on well‐being relate not just to equilibrium behavior
with respect to allocation of education, health and nutrition to individuals or human
capital’s impact on productivity as a factor of production. Clearly education and health
are important as productive inputs, both directly and due to their complementary
effects on other inputs.5 But education (and experience) play an underappreciated role
in facilitating out‐of‐equilibrium performance, partly through learning by doing and
from others (Foster and Rosenzweig 1995; chapter 42; Moser and Barrett 2006) but also
by facilitating more rapid adaptation to disequilibria caused by the emergence of new
technologies and market opportunities and by macroeconomic shocks (Schultz 1975;
chapter 26). In spite of some suggestive evidence (e.g., Glewwe and Hall 1998, Barrett,
Sherlund and Adesina 2006), improving our understanding of education’s dynamic
effects on ability to deal with shocks, both positive and negative, nonetheless remains
an underexplored, if very promising area of development economics research.

III.
Technological change and market participation
A. Technology development and diffusion
There are three ways by which an individual producer – or by extension, an
economy – can expand output: (i) increase productivity given existing inputs and
technologies, i.e., increasing technical efficiency by moving closer to the relevant
production possibility frontier, (ii) increase the inputs (e.g., capital, labor, land) applied,
holding efficiency and technologies constant, or (iii) or improve technologies, i.e.,
expanding the production frontier while holding technical efficiency and inputs
constant. We discuss the first two options below. But the historical evidence suggests
that the major driver of long‐run economic growth and improved living conditions is
technological advance. This is therefore the first topic of discussion.
It borders on the tautological to say that low‐income countries are saddled with
rudimentary technologies. Relatively unproductive technologies are both cause and
consequence of low incomes. The contemporary macroeconomic literature on
development focuses disproportionately on technological change as an engine of
economic growth and the possibilities for externalities as a source of endogenous
growth. Elegant as these models might be, they often lack a compelling microeconomic
foundation, especially one that has strong empirical support. In particular, the process
of technology development and adoption is assumed to be relatively frictionless. The
micro‐level literature on technology adoption, in stark contrast, paints a picture of slow,
halting, and usually ultimately incomplete adoption of improved inputs or production
processes.

5

See Glewwe (2002) for an excellent survey article on the economics of education in developing countries.
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This raises several key issues that pervade the development economics literature:
why aren’t more productive technologies suitable for low‐income settings developed
and adopted and what can be done to stimulate adoption of existing technologies? The
development economics literature has paid relatively little attention to questions of
technology development. Toward that end, Ruttan (1997; chapter 9) calls for the
development of a more general theory of the sources of technical change. The main
theory in use is the induced innovation model of Hayami and Ruttan (1971) and
Binswanger and Ruttan (1978). Under the induced innovation hypothesis, technical
innovations are guided by changes in relative incentives. As an input becomes dearer
relative to prospective substitute inputs, there is an incentive to develop a technology
that makes relatively greater use of the cheaper input and less of the dearer one. The
hypothesis of induced innovation suggests that Hicks‐biased technical change is
causally driven by changes in relative prices that induce either profit‐seeking
innovation by private firms or political demands for public research to relieve
increasingly binding constraints. The empirical evidence on the induced innovation
hypothesis is somewhat mixed, however, possibly due to the stochastic nature of many
discoveries and the path dependence associated with non‐convexities that may lock in
even a relatively inefficient technologies (David 1985, Arthur 1994).
Explaining patterns of adoption of technologies already developed is no less serious
a challenge for development economists. Much of the literature on the barriers to
technology adoption traces directly back to the seminal work of Griliches (1957), who
studied the adoption of high‐yielding corn varieties in the United States, the role of
research in output growth, and the role of extension and education in promoting
technology adoption and aggregate productivity growth. Since that time, a large
literature has focused on understanding better who will adopt a given technology,
especially who will adopt first. Feder et al. (1985; chapter 10) offer a still‐classic
summary of the literature from the Green Revolution period. Not surprisingly, early
adopters were found to be those with the most to gain, the lowest cost access to the
technology, and the lowest evaluation costs, including the least uncertainty about the
technology). A recent resurgence of interest in technology adoption questions has
focused anew on the dynamics of technology diffusion (Besley and Case 1993; chapter
11), particularly to processes of learning by doing and learning from others (Foster and
Rosenzweig 1995; chapter 42, also Bandiera and Rasul 2006, Moser and Barrett 2006).
The order in which different agents adopt a new technology can have significant
distributional implications and can reinforce pre‐existing patterns of inequality, as
Cochrane (1958) observed in positing a “technological treadmill” in agriculture. The
idea is simple but powerful. In a small open economy in which producers face
infinitely elastic demand, the social gains from any technological change accrue entirely
to producers in the form of higher profits. By contrast, if demand is perfectly inelastic,
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all the social gains accrue to consumers in the form of lower prices. The distribution of
the gains from technical change therefore depend crucially on the price elasticity of
demand for the product. Since most agricultural products exhibit highly inelastic
demand, whether because of physiological limits to food consumption or because
transactions costs cause frictions in trading with the broader global economy, producers
in aggregate tend to lose in the long‐run from technological change. Producers adopt
new technologies because they reduce unit costs, thereby increasing productivity; but in
general equilibrium, when everyone adopts the cost‐reducing technology, this shifts the
aggregate supply curve such that prices fall too, potentially leaving producers worse off
than before if demand is sufficiently inelastic.
This reveals an important fallacy of composition: what is welfare‐enhancing and
optimal in the small may prove welfare‐reducing in the large. For this reason, the state
of agricultural markets ‐‐ which determine the price elasticity of demand faced by
producers ‐‐ and the dynamics of adoption are central to the distributional effects of
technology adoption. Early adopters benefit, at least temporarily, while late adopters
and non‐adopters never benefit or even suffer welfare losses due to diffusion of
improved technologies. Relatedly, because the benefits from agricultural technology
development accrue in part (often, largely) to consumers in the form of lower prices, it
may be socially optimal to pay for technology development with tax revenues paid by
consumers. When research and development is private and intellectual property rights
protect the rights to profit from an innovation, firms capture this cost through royalties
and monopoly rents earned from consumers. But when research and development is
public, as for smallholder producers in low‐income agriculture, the means of financing
technology development can become tricky, especially if the domestic tax base is thin
and international aid is limited. So the future of technology development for low‐
income agriculture remains a serious challenge.
A longstanding debate has revolved around the relative importance of technology
development to expand the production possibility frontier for poor farmers, versus
improving productivity within the existing production frontier. Widespread evidence
in the literature of technical inefficiency among small farmers has often fuelled
arguments that investment in new technologies might not be as valuable as investment
in extension services to increase adoption and improve the use of existing technologies.6
This claim is at odds with Schultz’s (1964) famous “poor but efficient” hypothesis,
which argues that small farmers are highly efficient in using well‐established
technologies. What they most need are improved technologies, in order to produce
more from the same stock of land and labor, and the human capital necessary to
See Ali and Byerlee (1991) for a good review of the relevant literature and Barrett (1997) for a critique of
much of that literature.
6
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facilitate rapid uptake of new technologies. Indeed, the more recent literature on
smallholder efficiency largely reinforces Schultz. As Sherlund et al. (2002; chapter 34)
note, production decisions are made in an environment where crucial inputs are
stochastic and beyond the producer’s control. Thus failure to account for cross‐
sectional or intertemporal variation in exogenous production inputs (e.g., rainfall, plant
disease, plot slope, soil fertility) implicitly pits all producers against the one with the
luckiest draw from nature and leads to upward bias in estimates of technical
inefficiency.

B. Market participation, inter‐sectoral and international linkages
If technological progress is one key engine of growth, specialization according to
comparative advantage so as to reap gains from trade is another. Going back at least to
Adam Smith and David Ricardo, the welfare gains from openness to trade have been a
staple of economic reasoning, even if they are only one‐off, transitional gains.
Development macroeconomists have devoted considerable effort to theorizing about
and empirically investigating this relation, especially the dynamic effects of trade on
growth and poverty. Especially with increased globalization in recent decades due to
improved communications, information and transport technologies that have shrunk
the costs of commerce – internationally but also domestically – the impact of increased
economic integration on poverty and growth have become central research questions
again.
Dollar and Kraay (2004; chapter 58) offer perhaps the most well‐known recent
empirical study, showing that developing countries that have cut tariff rates and
substantially increased trade volumes enjoyed accelerating growth rates and stable
income inequality, thus increased incomes for poor households, on average. Induced
total factor productivity growth seems a key mechanism for generating these
apparently salutary effects of trade on poverty and growth (Edwards, 1998; chapter 57).
Productivity growth might emerge less through conventional, Ricardian mechanisms
associated with factor allocation than through the effect interaction among distinct
communities has in helping close the “idea gaps” that cause poorer countries, regions
and households to lag behind (Romer 1993; chapter 49).
The analytical similarities between technology adoption choices and market
participation choices are striking, although largely overlooked. If a technology is quasi‐
concave and monotone, then exchange fits the general characteristic of a technology. To
see this assume an agent can produce a consumption good, y, from some mix of inputs
x, described by a well‐behaved production function f(.) such that, y=f(x). Alternatively,
if she is willing to incur fixed costs of market access, fc, she can purchase any number of
units of y for a unit price of p and can sell for a unit price q any number of units of
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another good, z, that she can produce using a different technology but the same inputs,
z=g(x). There may also be a proportional variable cost per unit sold, vc, akin to an ad
valorem tariff. The production function g(x) likewise satisfies the standard quasi‐
concavity and monotonicity properties of a technology. Then effectively this agent has
access to two distinct “technologies” for producing y: f(x) and fM(x)=(1‐vc)(q/p)g(x)‐fc.
Since fM(x) is just an affine transform of the monotone, quasi‐concave g(x), both f(x) and
fM(x) have the same basic quasi‐concavity and monotonicity properties. So the choice of
whether to produce a good or to purchase it in the market is qualitatively identical to
the choice among alternative production technologies for a good.
In both the technology adoption and market participation cases, fixed costs play an
important role, mirroring their importance to more general theories of imperfect
competition and of multiple equilibria and poverty traps. Romer (1994; chapter 56)
reintroduced this core idea of nonconvexities into the discussion of the welfare costs of
trade policy. His core point is that when one allows for goods to appear or disappear
based on achieving a critical market mass, the efficiency losses associated trade
distortions can become quite large. This point builds on Hirschman’s (1958) idea of
backward and forward linkages, which likewise rest fundamentally on the notion of
pecuniary externalities linked to economies of scale, and on what Fleming (1955)
referred to as “vertical” external economies associated with the cost effects associated
with expanded intermediate goods production. When expansion of an industry drives
down input prices for a downstream sector with which it has a trading relationship, it
can not only have a standard multiplier effect, in the presence of fixed and sunk costs –
or other sources of nonconvexities – it can also make emergence of entire sectors
suddenly profitable, leading to very large social returns to investment in the upstream
sector. Johnston and Mellor (1961; chapter 45) helped make the case for massive
investments in improving agricultural technologies by explaining the perhaps unique
role agriculture can play in stimulating economic development. Haggblade et al. (1991;
chapter 46) and an extensive related literature developed the empirical evidence in
support of the Johnston‐Mellor hypothesis, carefully documenting extraordinarily high
growth multipliers associated with expanding agricultural supply and markets for
distributing agricultural products to intermediate processing industries.
Given the apparent massive static and dynamic gains from trade, it may therefore
seem puzzling that while few nations are fully disengaged from international markets
any longer, there are nonetheless many households that opt out of market exchange for
quite a range of goods and services. The issue of market participation revolves around
the tension between gains from specialization and the corresponding increases in
transactions costs from specialization. Transactions costs vary with economic distance
from trading points, where this distance is defined over space, time, form, or
expectations. So fixed and variable costs are idiosyncratic. They are also endogenous
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because people know exchange is costly, and choose production and exchange
strategies recognizing that they are implicitly choosing transactions costs, too. As
Kranton (1996) emphasizes, the costs of market participation are not independent of the
incidence of personalized, reciprocal exchange instead of market‐based exchange. That
is, increasingly widespread use of market exchange reduces search costs, inducing
further substitution of market exchange for reciprocal, non‐market transactions. The
tension between the gains from specialization and the corresponding increase in
transactions cost that result from depending more on the market to procure one’s needs
helps explain why some farmers forego yield‐increasing technologies and opt for
activity diversification not for reasons of self‐insurance but rather because of demand
for consumption variety in the face of costly commerce. More generally, ignoring that
market failure is idiosyncratic and endogenous can lead to mistaken inference about the
rationality of smallholder behavior (de Janvry et al. 1991, chapter 14; Goetz 1992, Key et
al. 2000, chapter 12; Bellemare and Barrett 2006). For many, autarkic behavior is a low‐
level equilibrium.
The nature of markets and market participation also has a fundamental effect on the
basic modeling methods used by development microeconomists. When markets work
well, consumption and production decisions are separable (Singh et al. 1986; chapter
13). But when risk or transactions costs of market participation drive a wedge between
buyer and seller prices, households can optimally self‐select out of markets. Then
consumption and production decisions become nonseparable (de Janvry et al. 1991;
chapter 14). The added complexities caused by treating everything as endogenously
determined naturally give rise to tests of the “separability hypothesis” to see when one
might defensibly use simpler, separable household model formulations (Benjamin
1993). The problem is that the Arrow‐Debreu separability assumption of complete and
competitive markets seems rather far‐fetched, given what the social sciences have
documented about markets in low‐income settings generally.

IV.

Market imperfections

The preceding discussion points to a few key themes that emerge repeatedly in the
literature. The first is the importance of multiple factor market failures in inducing
differential returns across households. When a single market fails, all other markets can
adjust to a single fixed factor of production without causing systemic inefficiency. But
when multiple markets fail, shadow prices necessarily become idiosyncratic (i.e.,
household‐specific) and so optimal input use intensity – and consequently productivity
– will vary across production units, leading to cross‐sectional variation in incomes,
expenditures and other measures of well‐being. A second key theme is that imperfect
information and associated risk account for many of the market failures observed in the
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developing world. Following from Stiglitz’s path‐breaking work, the economics of
imperfect information has permeated all corners of development economics over the
past quarter century.
The many obvious imperfections in low‐income economies mean that one is
necessarily operating in the domain of second‐best behaviors and institutions, a world
of multiple distortions, the consequences of which are not always easy to predict.
Getting government policies and firm and household‐level behavior right is of special
importance in this environment; far more than in a fictional first‐best world. As Romer
(1994; chapter 56) points out, policies have only second‐order welfare effects in a first‐
best world, but first‐order welfare effects in a second‐best world. Greenwald and
Stiglitz (1986) similarly emphasize that the consequences of minor inefficiencies by one
firm or household can create significant aggregate distortions in the broader economy,
given distortions in the underlying economy due to incomplete markets and imperfect
information.
As the Lucas critique cautions, getting policies right demands a solid understanding
of the microeconomics of consumer and producer behavior and of the functioning of
markets and nonmarket institutions. Toward that end, development economists have
spent an extraordinary amount of energy understanding patterns of contracting among
agents, especially with respect to land and labor – the key elements of agricultural
production – and with respect to financial services – credit, insurance and savings –
essential to managing resource allocation over time and across states of nature.

A. Agrarian contracts
One of the principal obstacles to improving the welfare of poor rural people in low‐
income countries is the need to increase agricultural output resulting from the
application of existing inputs. There is relatively little ecological capacity for
agricultural extensification, so at a minimum yields (output per unit area cultivated)
must increase significantly if food availability is to increase, a necessary condition for
appreciable reduction of hunger and food insecurity in the medium term. Moreover,
since the poor are endowed chiefly with labor power – and in the case of the rural poor,
secondly with land – improving labor and land productivity is central to any effective
and sustainable rural poverty alleviation strategy. So identifying how best to achieve
these objectives necessarily involves a solid understanding of current production
technologies, their performance, and the effects and performance of related factor and
product markets. Together, these are the ingredients that determine the productivity of
smallholder agriculture.
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It has long been noted that partial or total factor productivity measures routinely
appear non‐constant in low‐income agriculture. Typically, an inverse relationship
exists between yields (output per unit area cultivated) or labor use per hectare and farm
size. Conversely, a positive relationship typically exists between credit use or the
probability of modern technology adoption and farm size, and in some circumstances
these effects seem to overwhelm the labor effects to generate a positive relationship
between farm size and yield (Kevane 1996). Neoclassical theory tells us that factor
productivity should be equalized across production units else the high marginal
productivity user should purchase or rent the factor from a low productivity user at a
mutually attractive price, thereby generating greater aggregate output and welfare. So
the existence of a relationship between farm productivity and farm size, and especially
the typical inverse relationship between the two variables, has attracted much attention
as perhaps indicative of key market failures.
The genesis of the relationship between farm size and productivity has important
practical implications. For example, if small farms are inherently more efficient in a
given setting, this makes a strong case for redistributive land reform as a source of both
equity and efficiency gains. If the source of the productivity gradient is markets
failures, this suggests that the fundamental welfare theorems of neoclassical economics
do not hold in the setting, so competitive markets do not necessarily yield Pareto
optimal distributions, providing a theoretical justification for government interventions
into rural markets. Conversely, if the inverse relationship is purely a statistical artifact
attributable to the omission of hard‐to‐observe variables (e.g., levels of nutrients in the
soil) and in truth there is no variation in productivity across farm sizes, then the rural
economy does seem to function as predicted by Walrasian theory and market
interventions will generally prove inefficient. So explaining the oft‐observed inverse
relationship between farm size and productivity has been an important cottage industry
for development economists for many decades.
The seminal theoretical explanation of size‐varying productivity is due to Feder
(1985; chapter 33). He establishes that in the face of just one market failure (e.g., for
land or for labor), productivity is invariant to farm size. The mobile factors (hired labor,
land, capital) move to the immobile factor (family labor, in his model). Put differently,
in a neoclassical world of almost complete, perfect markets with constant returns to
scale, all variable inputs and fixed factors are applied in equal proportions across farms
so there can be no yield differences. But when there is a second market failure, then
optimal farm size and labor application rates will in general vary with the amount of
land owned. If credit constraints dominate, then larger farmers will be more
productive, while if labor supervision constraints are most limiting, smaller farmers will
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enjoy higher yields, leading to an inverse farm size‐productivity relationship.7 A large
literature finds strong evidence of both credit constraints and moral hazard (e.g., Foster
and Rosenzweig 1994; chapter 29).
Market imperfections likewise affect the organization of the agricultural sector, the
particular manner in which land, labor, and other inputs combine for productive
purposes. When market imperfections exist, individuals can either (i) participate in the
market, adjusting behavior to suit their specific net costs or benefits (shadow prices) of
market participation, (ii) opt out of the market and practice autarkic production, or (iii)
contract directly with a counterparty rather than undertaking a semi‐autonomous open
market transaction. The very information failures and risk characteristics that typically
bedevil markets also make contracting complex and highly variable. Indeed, it is the
variability of the contracts one observes in low‐income agriculture that makes the
subject of agrarian contracts so fascinating and important to a solid understanding of
the microeconomics of development.
An important underlying theme in development microeconomics is that market
imperfections of one sort (e.g., in labor or insurance) are often transmitted to other,
related markets (e.g., for land). The fundamental interrelationship of various factor
markets means the inefficiencies in one often affect another and that means of resolving
problems in one factor market often turn on arrangements involving one or more other
factor markets. Explicit interlinkages emerge and persist naturally due to the existence
of transactions costs, uninsured risk and exogenous barriers to factor movements (Basu
1983; chapter 30). But even without explicit interlinkage among contracts – as when
credit and forward crop sales contracts are bundled together to reduce the risks faced
by both borrower and lender – markets are typically implicitly interlinked by
contractual arrangements prevailing in many low‐income economies.
There are multiple reasons for this. One is that when one market is ostensibly
missing, residual demand for and supply of the non‐marketed good or service can still
be satisfied implicitly through adjustments to the terms of exchange in other markets.
So, for example, when a government declares land markets illegal and enforces a
prohibition on land exchange, there are alternative (e.g. labor market) mechanisms to
accommodate repressed demand and supply for land. Distortions are commonly
displaced into other markets within an economy.
Another reason is that the anonymous and independent transactions of the standard
Walrasian model do not capture the repeated and multi‐faceted interactions of
When individuals make decisions non‐cooperatively, multiple market failures can even result in intra‐
household productivity gradients, providing strong evidence of the allocative inefficiency resulting from
market imperfections (Udry 1996; chapter 17).
7
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individuals living in rural communities. If there are fixed costs to each transaction, it
may be more efficient to bundle several exchanges together at once than to negotiate
separately over each factor exchanged between the same two parties. The resulting,
explicitly interlinked contracts necessarily enmesh market failures in one domain with
equilibrium contractual arrangements in another.
The main contractual arrangements studied by development economists have
concerned sharecropping and labor. In a world of perfect information, complete and
perfectly competitive markets with no uncertainty and constant returns to scale
production technologies defined over inputs of land and labor, it would make no
difference whether landowners hired laborers or whether laborers rented in land.
Wage laborers would be paid their marginal revenue product, with the residual output
accruing to land owners on a constant per hectare basis. A fixed rental contract yielding
the same rent per hectare (so that the landowner is indifferent between renting out the
land or hiring in the laborers) yields the equilibrium wage rate as the residual paid to
the tenant, leaving him or her indifferent as well between renting in land or hiring out
their labor. In such a fictional, perfect world, there should be no sharecropping,
however, as it explicitly creates an externality by making the landowner a beneficiary of
the tenant’s additional labor effort, and is therefore socially inefficient.
In a more realistic setting where uncertainty and imperfect markets (and perhaps
non‐constant returns) prevail, the alternative means of allocating factors of production
will not be equivalent, however. Indeed sharecropping becomes commonplace because
it strikes a potentially optimal balance among competing market imperfections – due to
asymmetric information problems and incomplete markets for risk or credit – as Stiglitz
(1974) famously showed. These missing markets result in Pareto inefficiency that helps
account for some of the observed low productivity of agricultural lands and workers in
low‐income economies.
The heterogeneous pattern – in both cross‐section and time series – of observed
contract forms has drawn much attention from development economists. Otsuka et al.
(1992) emphasize agency theory as the main device needed to nest together parallel
theories of labor contracts, land contracts, and the ubiquitous observation that owner‐
cultivation dominates all other forms of organization in both frequency and
productivity terms. The relative efficiency of different contractual forms and the ex
ante distribution of land ownership are the critical ingredients determining prevailing
agrarian institutional arrangements. Agency theory highlights the trade‐offs involved
between worker (dis)incentives due to, on the one hand, asymmetric information and
effort or quality shirking (the latter being attributable to carelessness in work,
regardless of effort level, that causes damage to the produce), and, on the other hand,
the limited risk‐bearing or borrowing capacities of poor tenants or increasing returns to
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scale in particular types of agriculture (e.g., mechanized or export‐oriented plantation
agriculture).
Eswaran and Kotwal (1985b, chapter 31) offer perhaps the most compact and elegant
model to date explaining the observed heterogeneity of agrarian contracts. In their
view, different contracts reflect different techniques of combining non‐marketed
productive inputs. The equilibrium institutional arrangements for agricultural
production arise from the optimizing decisions of both parties to the contract, the land
owner and the tenant/worker, given prevailing technologies, market conditions, etc. In
this setting, sharecropping can be understood as the outcome when essential
intermediate inputs (labor supervision and managerial ability in their model) are non‐
tradable but each party to the contract holds sufficient comparative advantage in one or
the other input as to make their comingling through joint production optimal. If the
inputs could be freely traded on the market, sharecropping would never arise.
Moreover, as the relative advantages of landlords and tenants shift over time, in
particular since access to information and credit tends to equalize in the process of
development, there is a natural evolution in contractual form, generally away from
sharecropping and toward fixed rent contracts in which the gap in labor supervision
ability remains while the gap in managerial ability vanishes.
The theoretical literature on agrarian contracts suggests some disagreement as to
whether sharecropping is truly inefficient at the level of individual producers, that is,
whether Marshallian labor monitoring problems are significant and whether long‐term
contracts perhaps resolve any such moral hazard problems through repeated
interaction. Following a line of illuminating empirical inquiry on this question (e.g., Bell
1977, Shaban 1987), Laffont and Matoussi (1995, chapter 32), explore these questions
directly in their study of sharecropping in Tunisia, wherein they also explore whether
risk aversion or financial constraints seem a better explanation of sharecropping’s
existence. Although they find lower efficiency on sharecropped than on owned land,
presumably because the sharecropper’s labor effort is reduced in line with reductions in
his share of output , the length of the sharecropping contract also has a positive and
statistically significant effect under multiple alternative specifications, signaling that the
contract duration may indeed help to resolve some of the inefficiency associated with
sharecropping, following the predictions of the Folk Theorem.
Alongside sharecropping and related agrarian contracts, the other factor market of
longstanding interest to development economists concerns labor. Multiple equilibria in
labor markets have always attracted attention, whether due to nutritional efficiency
wages (Leibenstein 1957; Dasgupta and Ray 1986, 1987) or to the emergence of distinct
markets for permanent and casual (i.e., day) labor. Eswaran and Kotwal (1985a,
chapter 27) refer to the latter phenomenon as a “two‐tiered labor market”. This, too, is a
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multiple equilibrium result, consistent with much of the core development economics
literature already discussed. Just as in the sharecropping literature, they hypothesize
that market imperfections associated with labor supervision create incentives for
employers to offer higher wages to permanent workers than to casual laborers in order
to be able to induce loyalty among the former sufficient to obviate the need to devote
resources to labor supervision. The resulting threshold contract separating equilibrium
elicits optimal labor effort from workers.
Who is able to attract these higher‐paying jobs? This obviously depends on
individual attributes, such as education and health. But as Munshi (2003; chapter 44)
demonstrates, this may also depend on one’s social networks, foreshadowing a central
theme of this collection’s third volume: the importance of networks and other
nonmarket institutions to economic performance. Social networks can affect labor
market performance through any of several mechanisms. They can reduce search costs
for workers, search and screening costs for employers, and can even provide de facto
interlinked contracts, as when a referring employee effectively guarantees the
productivity of a referred associate. Munshi finds that referrals and support provided
by more established members of Mexican social networks have a pronounced impact on
migrant worker performance in the United States labor market.
Labor markets are of interest more broadly, not just because of the potential for
multiple equilibria. Much endogenous growth theory and many of the early models of
balanced growth and economies of scale – such as Rosenstein‐Rodan (1943) – rely on an
elastic supply of labor to generate the pecuniary externalities that propel growth
spillovers. Lewis’ (1954) seminal dual economy model made this assumption most
explicit, making the limiting assumption that the marginal productivity of labor in
“backward” sectors such as agriculture was zero. This clearly extreme assumption
really just motivated a milder, crucial assumption of highly elastic labor supply
originating in unemployed or underemployed workers in primary production sectors.
The question of how elastic labor supply is applies quite broadly in development
economics. Where a considerable proportion of a societyʹs poor rely extensively on
labor market earnings, the effects of policy change on equilibrium wage rates and
employment levels may have important consequences for the welfare of the poor. But
in general equilibrium – or in the presence of nonseparable consumption, production
and labor supply decisions – wage rates and employment levels depend not only on the
demand for labor, but also on households’ supply of labor, which is an endogenous
result of household choice. Similarly, programs designed to improve the welfare of
vulnerable subpopulations typically create de facto income transfers that likely induce
labor supply response by recipient households. Consumer subsidies, food stamps, cash
transfers, and the like will, in general, not be consumed solely as additional units of the
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subsidized good or additional expenditures, but also in the form of increased leisure,
assuming leisure to be a normal good. This matters especially if policymakers, donors,
or others are concerned not with overall welfare, but with specific indicators such as
nutritional status, food expenditures, etc. Under non‐welfarist criteria, the effectiveness
of public interventions depends crucially on labor supply behavior, i.e., the extent to
which people divert transfers extended in the form of cash or food into welfare gains
enjoyed in the form of increased leisure.
The common point is that a reasonable understanding of labor supply behavior is
central to much applied work aimed at improving the welfare of the poor. We know
from the household modeling literature that households respond to changes in
exogenous variables (e.g., prices, income, technologies, risk, etc.) not only by adjusting
demand for hired labor, but also by adjusting supply of labor to their own farm, as well
as to the market (Singh et al. 1986, chapter 13; de Janvry et al. 1991, chapter 14). So by
observing such adjustments, one should be able to trace out a labor supply function.
The trick, of course, is that in low‐income settings, a large share (frequently a majority)
of work is not for wages or salary but rather is self‐employment, in farming, commerce,
petty manufacturing, or services. So how does one estimate labor supply in the absence
of wage data?
The clever solution to this problem involves household modeling techniques.
Jacoby (1993; chapter 28) exploits the relationships implied by utility maximization
within traditional household models, in particular the observations (i) that households
respond to shadow prices, in this case shadow wages for labor, and (ii) that households
maximize shadow profits by setting the shadow price of an input equal to its marginal
revenue product. One can thereby derive the shadow wage for self‐employed workers
by estimating the returns to labor in own production and using the resulting estimated
marginal revenue product of labor to proxy for unobserved wages. Fafchamps (1993)
similarly develops and applies a clever econometric technique to study the allocation of
un‐waged household labor, in his case across seasons on farms subject to considerable
exogenous production risk due to rainfall. Like Jacoby, he too finds that even without
the observable motivation of market wages, farm labor allocation appears to respond
robustly to marginal productivity, as theory suggests it should. What sometimes
appears as sluggish responsiveness to incentives merely reflects the impact of
uninsurable risk on resource allocation.

B. Risk management and financial services
Much of the literature in development microeconomics explores and explains why
seemingly inefficient behavior is in fact optimal given the risk and liquidity constraints
faced by the poor These two challenges become most acute and closely intertwined
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when one explores choices over time, such as those related to investment or technology
adoption. A key problem in intertemporal optimization is temporal uncertainty with
respect to the budget constraint. Both prices and incomes vary unpredictably over time.
This is perhaps especially true in rainfed agriculture in areas of the developing world
with poor spatial and intertemporal integration of markets. Most of the population in
low‐income countries are employed in agriculture, a sector in which inelastic demand
generally leads to high price variability in the absence of strong market integration and
in which agroclimatic shocks lead to high yield variability. The end result may be
substantial exposure to risk beyond agents’ direct control. For vulnerable and liquidity‐
constrained persons, a bad year can be deadly, so consumption smoothing motives can
be overwhelmed by concern for “disaster avoidance”. If consumption falls too much in
a given year, the adverse consequences can be irreversible: illness, injury, even death.
Indeed, if there exist poverty traps associated with inferior dynamic equilibria in a
system characterized by multiple equilibria, transitory shocks can have permanent
consequences if adverse shocks drive people from one desirable equilibrium into
another, undesirable one. Exploring such possibilities has become a very active area in
the development economics literature in recent years.
Economists have thus devoted considerable energy to investigating the extent to
which households are in fact able to smooth consumption and the mechanisms they use
to overcome income variability to achieve relatively more stable consumption.
Friedman (1957) famously hypothesized that in the presence of complete and
competitive markets, people consume their permanent income and save or dissave any
transitory components so as to smooth consumption. Friedman’s permanent income
hypothesis and its consumption smoothing corollary have provided rich fodder for
economists in general, including but not exclusively in the field of development.
The basic policy issues revolve around whether it is necessary or appropriate to
intervene to stabilize incomes or to provide public safety nets in order to ensure stable
consumption and so to keep people from falling into poverty traps. If people are able to
smooth consumption themselves by saving in cash or in kind, by borrowing, by pooling
risk through formal or informal insurance mechanisms, or by diversifying their
incomes, then the need for interventions to stabilize consumption is less obvious. If
private risk management comes at a steep price in terms of efficiency losses, however,
or if risk management mechanisms are available only to particular, relatively privileged
subpopulations, there may be need for public assistance to complement existing private
risk management institutions and markets.
This also opens up questions of public sector displacement of private sector risk
management. For example, does government disaster assistance to homeowners in
coastal areas prone to hurricanes encourages super‐optimal private risk‐taking (moral
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hazard)? Do state‐funded crop insurance schemes similarly increase farmers’ risk‐
taking beyond what is socially optimal? Do public transfers crowd out private social
insurance, so that the value‐added of public programs are low and the inefficiencies
associated with tax‐based revenue generation may cause more harm than good?
There is also an important question of when and how people undertake risk
management. If they are able to reduce risk ex ante through mitigation behavior (e.g.,
precautionary savings, selection of low risk portfolios), then (i) the need for emergency
response may be reduced but (ii) it is also easy to understate the magnitude of the risks
perceived by the households since they take action ex ante to avert undesired variability
(Morduch 1995; chapter 18). Observed variability of incomes, for example, is almost
surely dampened by individuals’ mitigation efforts. If households instead primarily
cope ex post with shocks, then shocks are in principle fully identifiable in the data, but
rapid response may be especially important.
If we understand intertemporal savings as motivated by consumption smoothing
motives – which may not be accurate, given the importance of savings in kind as a
means of productive investment, as we discuss below – then insurance, credit, savings
and interpersonal transfers are substitutes for one another. When the market for one is
limited, one of the others can take over the risk management function. Behrman et al.’s
(1997) study of dynamic savings decisions finds that in rural Pakistan, interpersonal
transfers are the more likely consumption‐smoothing mechanism employed when
formal financial institutions are unavailable, providing some empirical validation that
informal transfers behave largely like credit or formal insurance, in that they serve to
stabilize consumption intra‐annually relative to income. The real problems emerge
when households’ access to each of these vehicles is constrained, in which case their
ability to manage risk is radically attenuated.
Indeed, Besley (1995) advocates approaching issues of savings, credit, and insurance
from a trade theoretic perspective, recognizing that savings and credit are means of
intertemporal trade and that insurance is simply trade across states of nature. When
markets are complete and such trade is unfettered, there exist unique interest rates and
insurance premia in equilibrium and households will, in general, achieve Pareto
efficiency in their management of risk. When barriers to trade across time or states of
nature exist, however, different households or individuals may face different shadow
prices of capital and there are, in general, foregone gains from trade, i.e., potential
Pareto improvements may exist.
One needs to proceed carefully, however, as there may be efficient reasons for
differential access to financial services. The reasons for obstacles to such trade typically
revolve around information asymmetries, enforcement problems, and covariate risk.
Not all financial institutional delivery mechanisms suffer these problems equally.
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Much recent work has focused on how complementary institutional designs may stitch
together much, though likely not all, of the holes in any one mechanisms provision of
trade opportunities to avoid risk.
Because imperfect information and contingent claims problems may make
prospective trades infeasible or unenforceable, even seemingly fragmented systems
may be constrained Pareto efficient. Nonetheless, Greenwald and Stiglitz’s (1986) point
about unrecognized externalities is again pertinent here. Where one individual’s or one
market’s behavior affects another’s (as is true, for example, in cases of statistical
discrimination or when there are external economies of scale in a market), then there
may be foregone gains from trade even taking into account the information and
enforcement problems plaguing financial exchanges across time and states of nature.
So it is difficult ex ante to assess whether there is a viable role for policy or project
interventions to improve risk management among poor populations. Certainly the first
place to start is with a basic assessment of how well low‐income populations are
presently able to smooth consumption.
There is widespread evidence of consumption smoothing relative to stochastic
incomes from data sets across the globe and the wealth and income distribution.8
People indeed appear to save and dissave so as to smooth consumption in the face of
stochastic income streams. Moreover, people tap into informal insurance among
households to stabilize consumption in the face of shocks. In some settings and by
some tests, this insurance seems remarkably comprehensive (Townsend 1994, chapter
20; Deaton 1997; DeWeerdt and Dercon 2006, chapter 41). In other settings and for at
least some shocks, insurance might be far less complete. For example, Gertler and
Gruber (2002; chapter 25) find that while households can fully insure the economic costs
of illnesses that do not affect physical functioning, coverage against the economic costs
associated with illnesses that moderately or severely limit physical functioning is only
71 and 38 percent, respectively, in the Indonesian panel data they study. While the
cautionary policy implication of finding reasonably effective informal insurance
coverage is that public safety net schemes may inadvertently crowd out private
insurance, the suggestion of evidence such as Gertler and Gruber’s is that social
protection targeted to particular types of shocks are unlikely to crowd out private
informal insurance and could well reduce damaging risk exposure that is almost surely
substantial enough to affect uninsured households’ behavior. A significant body of
evidence (e.g., Alderman 1996, Jalan and Ravallion 1999), also suggests that the rich
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prove far more successful at smoothing consumption than do the poor (Morduch 1995,
chapter 18).
Of course, savings are not held simply for the purpose of risk avoidance through
self‐ or mutual insurance, but also because individuals wish to accumulate wealth or to
enjoy the social status associated with ownership of particular sorts of assets (e.g.,
livestock, houses, vehicles, spouses, etc.). Then risk considerations enter in a different
context because households are making portfolio choices over assets (including
intangibles, such as status) and activities, at least some of which offer uncertain returns.
If risk preferences are related to ex ante wealth, portfolio choices might reinforce pre‐
existing wealth distributions. Rosenzweig and Binswanger (1993, chapter 19) indeed
find that wealthier households hold higher risk, higher expected return portfolios in
rural India, which naturally leads to different growth rates and increasing inequality
over time.9
The observation that savings are often held for investment purposes implicitly calls
into question Friedman’s (1957) crucial assumption that income follows an exogenous
stochastic process. Earlier we discussed how labor productivity depends on health
status, which in turn depends on food consumption, thereby rendering income
endogenous (tomorrow’s income depends on today’s consumption and therefore
savings as well). More generally, future income depends on future stocks of productive
assets and therefore on current investment patterns and savings and borrowing
behavior. When future income is endogenous, liquidating assets becomes less attractive
and the consumption smoothing predictions of the Friedmanite permanent income
hypothesis may fail as households trade off current consumption against not only
future consumption but also future income (McPeak 2004, Hoddinott 2006).
Zimmerman and Carter (2003, chapter 21) join these two points, demonstrating how
poorer households may not only endogenously opt for asset portfolios of lower
expected return and risk in the face of asset price risk and incomplete financial markets,
but how they may also intentionally destabilize consumption in order to smooth assets
over time.
Note that there is an important conceptual and empirical distinction between the use
of savings, credit or insurance to smooth consumption in the face of exogenous,
stochastic income, and the adaptation of production and labor supply behavior so as to
reduce income risk in order to reduce consumption risk. The former is perfectly
consistent with separable household models, since agents should optimally maximize
income and then manage risk solely as part of second stage consumption allocation
decisions The latter obviously implies nonseparability between consumption and
production (i.e., income generation) activities. The existence of income smoothing
9
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behavior (i.e., income is endogenously stochastic) raises questions about the means by
which we estimate the exogenous risk faced by households. Just as individuals will
adjust consumption behavior when they are aware of credit, insurance, or savings
constraints (as we discussed with respect to precautionary savings and liquidity
constraints), we should likewise expect them to adjust labor supply and production
behaviors since risk generally renders household choices nonseparable. In particular,
we would expect households to act on their preferences with respect to risk. If this
reduces observed income variability, it becomes very easy to understate ex ante risk
exposure. Just as portfolio management and insurance access may vary in cross‐section
according to wealth, so does it appear that formal credit markets are missing or
incomplete for many prospective borrowers in low‐income economies. In some places
formal financial institutions simply do not exist or the institutions’ liquidity is itself
constrained by the absence of interbank markets so that they have to ration credit, either
by price (e.g., high interest rates) or by quantity (i.e., lending only to a subset of
prospective borrowers and giving borrowers only a portion of the credit they request).
In the former case, many people will self‐select out of the credit market. In the latter
case, equilibrium credit rationing must take into account the fixed costs (e.g., checking
creditworthiness, etc.) associated with loans. Thus, in general smaller volume (i.e.,
poorer) borrowers will be rationed out of the market because average fixed costs (i.e.,
total fixed costs divided by the loan volume) are higher for them than for larger
borrowers, in large measure due to lower borrowing constraints, given the limited
collateral the poor have to offer lenders (Carter 1988, Besley 1995). In the quantity
rationing case, there will be unmet excess demand for credit from the formal sector at
prevailing credit terms, but the social process of rationing will commonly lead to similar
“rationing from the top”, wherein local elites are included and more marginalized
subpopulations are commonly excluded.
This discussion of imperfections in markets for financial services and risk
management leads us to back to the longstanding theme of path dependence, that the
growth path followed by a household (or an individual or nation) may depend
fundamentally on its initial wealth. If financial (savings, credit and insurance) markets
are incomplete, individuals may face considerable residual risk exposure against which
they wish to self‐insure.
Induced changes in behavior due to uninsurable risk exposure are a primary means
by which people find themselves trapped in chronic poverty. But there is another risk‐
based mechanism that can lead to long‐term poverty. Shocks can have persistent effects
in the presence of hysteresis that generates irreversibility or differential rates of
recovery. These effects suggest important nonlinearities in the relationship between
assets stocks and income growth, nonlinearities commonly associated with multiple
dynamic equilibria and poverty traps. Moreover, the mere existence of uninsurable risk
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with important irreversibilities may induce behavioral change that limits optimal rates
of asset accumulation, improved technology adoption or market participation by very
poor people.
If, however, poor households are rationed out of credit markets or if they lack
socially mediated access to capital, as they may in many polarized societies (Mogues
and Carter 2005, chapter 43), then the poor households’ only option would be to move
forward slowly with an autarkic savings strategy. This autarkic approach would require
substantial short‐term sacrifice through diminished consumption, with little return even
in the medium term as marginal returns to new assets are low until the household
reaches the threshold point. If the poor household finds it desirable and feasible and
makes this sacrifice, then it will—with sufficient time—reach the asset level necessary to
achieve the higher returns and will eventually converge toward the asset and income
levels of initially wealthier households. If a poor household opts not to undertake
extraordinary savings, it then settles into a low‐level, poverty trap equilibrium. The key
driving force behind these multiple equilibria are exclusionary mechanisms, market or
non‐market forces that somehow impede certain agents’ access to higher return
strategies.

V.
Markets and non‐market institutions
A. Markets
Perhaps the most distinguishing feature of developing economies over the past
quarter century has been their sharp, nearly universal movement toward reasonably
open markets through liberalization and privatization. The statist model of government
control of markets that prevailed in various degrees and forms in most low‐ and
middle‐income countries prior to about 1980 gave way by the late 1980s and 1990s to a
model of market‐based development. The fall of the Berlin Wall and the crumbling of
the former Soviet empire was the most dramatic expression of this rather abrupt shift,
but the pattern had already appeared on other continents and has extended throughout
the world over the past two decades.
Despite the faith economists and many policymakers place in markets as a means for
fostering an efficient, even equitable, allocation of resources, we spend shockingly little
time studying markets directly. The Walrasian fiction of frictionless equilibration of
demand and supply – or, to be more precise, elimination of all excess demand – is too
rarely embellished by explicit examination of the institutional underpinnings of markets
and the impact of the resulting equilibria. But if societies pin many hopes for
development and poverty alleviation on markets, more explicit exploration of modes of
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exchange, not just the familiar domains of production and consumption, promises high
returns.
Development economists have historically pushed these topics far more than have
other fields within the discipline. We recognize that general equilibrium theory quietly
and unsatisfyingly rests on three crucial assumptions: (a) property rights are clearly
defined, universally accepted, and costlessly enforced, (b) a unique set of rules
governing exchange exists and is universally understood, obeyed, and enforced by all
transactors, and (c) all actors belong to the same market, i.e., no exclusionary
mechanisms exist. In the absence of such assumptions, socially costly behaviors – e.g.,
lying, stealing, cheating, foregone profit‐taking – may be individually rational acts and
interventions in one place may not affect the incentives faced by agents in another. All
of these phenomena may contribute to persistent poverty.
The root cause of the problem is the unrealistic assumption of universally accessible
perfect information, thus the problems of market organization follow directly from the
sources of market imperfections that have long preoccupied development economists.
If information is incomplete or imperfect between parties to an exchange, then
opportunities arise for strategic behaviors that cause negative externalities (Platteau
2000, chapter 35; Fafchamps 2004).
The under‐exploration of markets within the discipline is peculiar given the
emphasis commonly placed on trade in contemporary growth theory and the
indisputable fact that the efficiency of the marketing system affects both producer
income and consumer cost‐of‐living. Neoliberals commonly assume away the
possibility of frictions in the system of exchange between initial producer and final
consumer while neo‐Marxists commonly assume middlemen are exploitative
monopolists/monopsonists. Such beliefs, although widespread and important to one’s
vision of appropriate development policy, rest on thin and fragile empirical
foundations.
In at least one sense, a case can be made that markets are more important in low‐
income economies than in high‐income ones. Unlike in high‐income economies where
large, vertically‐integrated corporations commonly internalize sequences of
transactions, commonly using formal contracts over multiple attributes of the goods
and/or services exchanged – not just price – in low‐income economies the small scale of
most firms necessitates a larger number of inter‐firm exchanges in the passage from
first‐stage producer to final consumer. The overwhelming majority of those exchanges
are spot market transactions not underpinned by formal contracts; as Fafchamps and
Minten (2001) vividly put it, market arrangements are often akin to a “flea market
economy”. Large‐scale firms are conspicuously absent in most low‐income settings. So
spot market‐based exchange becomes extraordinarily important. In this sense,
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extraordinary dependence on markets and the great number of vertical transaction
linkages are what define developing economies, not their absence.
At the same time, idiosyncratic market failures due to high transactions costs, risk,
etc. may induce households to self‐select out of markets into semi‐autarky. So in a
different, but equally important sense, markets are less widely used in low‐income
economies because market exchange is more complex and costly than in the more
advanced economies. This paradox of markets that are at once more important
vertically (in linking producers to consumers) and less important horizontally (because
many individuals self‐select out of markets) helps motivate a significant recent push in
the literature to understand the functioning of markets better (Platteau 2000, Fafchamps
2004).
If markets do not work well, the scope for allocative inefficiency in the economy
becomes enormous. Indeed, the idea that state‐controlled markets are allocatively
inefficient undergirded most liberalization efforts in the 1980s and 1990s. Over the past
decade or so, development economists have gradually begun acknowledging that
private markets may likewise be characterized by considerable allocative inefficiency.
Understanding the sources and potential correctives for this inefficiency and its
implications for growth and equity remain important but under‐researched topics.
Central to the objective of an improved understanding of how markets function and
whether and why allocative inefficiencies arise is careful consideration of the means by
which order is maintained in markets. By what mechanisms are or can ubiquitous
problems of asymmetric information and contract monitoring and enforcement be
resolved? There is no unique mechanism that suits all economies. Platteau (2000;
chapter 35) and Fafchamps (2004) emphasize that there are inherent complementarities
between different types of market order mechanisms. The most widespread
mechanism is endogenously self‐enforcing contracts that do not require any exercise of
state authority, backed by repeated interactions among prospective transactors or by
reputation mechanisms. But the scope for such arrangements to resolve asymmetric
information and contract enforcement problems is necessarily limited. Private order
mechanisms, in which private firms (e.g., credit rating agencies) resolve coordination
failures and thereby create and share the gains from coordination , can help fill the
breach. So can public order institutions backed by the police power of the state through
establishing, promoting and enforcing grades and standards, contract law, etc.
One of the most important institutions concerns property rights. As Besley (1995;
chapter 37) and a long literature in development economics show, the strength of
individual rights over productive assets such as land is fundamental to determining
investment incentives. Because investment – in accumulating productive assets,
adopting improved technologies and engaging in potentially remunerative markets – is
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a key engine of growth at both micro and macro level, property rights become key. But
as Carter and Olinto (2003; chapter 38) demonstrate in a seminal empirical example of
the theorem of the second‐best, resolving one imperfection – incomplete and insecure
property rights in land – does not necessarily lead to efficient and equitable equilibria
when another market imperfection – in Carter and Olinto’s Paraguayan case, credit
constraints – persists. Because of the pervasiveness of market imperfections in
developing countries, the importance of non‐market institutions to economic incentives
and performance is brought into stark relief.

B. Nonmarket Institutions: Identities, Networks and Power
Humans do not live in isolation, thus their behavior necessarily depends on the
relations that shape their world. Variation in relationships can perhaps lead to
predictable variation in behaviors and thus in outcomes, such as standards of living,
which can in turn affect social relationships through subtle feedback mechanisms.
Partly as a consequence, there is growing interest in the dynamics of human interaction
and how this might affect persistent poverty (Barrett 2005). But this is a far newer line
of research in development economics. Moreover, it is a domain in which the complex
interrelationships with the other social sciences and the analytical intractability and
empirical identification problems associated with many institutional issues pose serious
methodological challenges. The literature in this area is therefore somewhat less
cohesive and authoritative than in much of the rest of the field. But the promise of
work in this area is especially great, both within development economics itself and for
economics and the social sciences more broadly.
The link between human relationships and behavior can operate through any of
several different pathways. First, individual preferences are not immutably given deus
ex machina. Rather, they adapt within the communities to which these individuals
belong. Nor are preferences over exclusively material things. People value social
relationships (including deviance or conformity), integrity, friendship, love, etc., and
their behaviors manifest the valorization of the non‐material.
Second, the rules and expectations governing individual interaction are shaped by
formal groups and informal networks, be it in contracting for goods or services, in
supporting others who suffer adverse shocks, in communicating potentially valuable
information, or other interpersonal phenomena. Social relations create very real
constraints on some individual choices and relax constraints on other choices.
Third, and closely related to the preceding two pathways, the incentives faced by
individuals are shaped by moral and social forces. This can occur, for example, through
price adjustments based on network or positional externalities, or through non‐price
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premia associated with prestige or stigma effects. Following the seminal work of
Akerlof and Kranton (2000) and Platteau (2000), a growing literature in development
economics emphasizes the importance of social and psychological identities to
understanding how individuals can be trapped in persistent poverty. Whether by
influencing individual identities, preferences, or the constraints or incentives faced by
individual decision‐makers, the social and moral milieu in which choice occurs plainly
matters, as the chapters in this book demonstrate.
Furthermore, outcomes affect individuals’ endogenous construction and
reconstruction of the social environments in which they place or from which they
extricate themselves. By changing the costs and benefits of making or maintaining
extant contacts, economic performance necessarily induces updating of the attributes
that define identities and communities and of the formal and informal matching
processes that define groups and networks. This feedback between individual and
group behavior injects a richness into analysis that is too often absent in social science
research based excessively on either methodological individualism or cultural
determinism (Durlauf and Young 2001). For example, the endogenous emergence of
individual identities can critically shape behaviors that subsequently reinforce those
identities. This feedback mechanism generates multiple equilibria. One such
equilibrium is associated with poor performance in school, others are the low rates of
adoption of improved production technologies, the limited provision of local public
goods, and other dysfunctional group and individual behaviors. Although such
outcomes are Pareto‐inferior relative to available alternatives, the behaviors that lead to
undesirable outcomes can prove individually rational due to the reinforcing feedback
loop created by the social context in which individuals make behavioral choices(Barrett
2005).
The social context is commonly defined by the social networks through which
finance, information, labor and land flow in many low‐income societies. Individual
access to resources is typically conditioned by the network(s) to which one belongs, and
network‐mediated access is typically non‐transferable even within nuclear households.
Thus group and network membership often matter to economic performance
(DeWeerdt and Dercon 2006, chapter 41; Mogues and Carter 2005, chapter 43; Munshi
2003, chapter 44). Recognizing this, people often structure their social networks,
including family relations, in order to improve economic outcomes (Rosenzweig and
Stark 1989; chapter 40).
Although it is true that social groups can obviate market failures such as credit
rationing, imperfect contract enforcement and limited access to insurance, and thereby
facilitate investment and growth in standards of living, perhaps especially for the poor,
so too can groups prove exclusionary, effectively throwing sand in the wheels of
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progress for excluded individuals and groups. In more extreme cases, exclusionary
processes often turn violent, with the poor suffering a disproportionate share of the
resulting hardship, as vividly manifest in recurrent inter‐ethnic and inter‐faith violence
in sub‐Saharan Africa and south Asia in recent years. Power and violence can often go
hand‐in‐hand (Basu 1986; chapter 39), leading to both economic exploitation and
increased risk to those who are relatively powerless.
The apparent importance of non‐market institutions associated with social relations
should not obscure the fundamental importance of the political institutions of nations.
As Krueger et al. (1988, chapter 59) emphasize, economy‐wide policies driven by
national‐level politics tend to have far greater, albeit indirect, impact on micro‐level
incentives than do sector‐specific policies. One concern is that national level politics
and macroeconomic management have so often proved corrupt in developing countries
(Bardhan 1997). The natural inclination is therefore to aim to reduce corruption under
the belief that this is an exogenous variable that can be adjusted with salutary economic
effects. Coupled with widespread belief in the critical importance of market‐based
resource allocation, concerns about central government corruption have fuelled keen
interest in decentralization of decision‐making authority in developing countries.
Widespread central government failures have attracted much attention, as have market
failures. But in the recent enthusiasm for community‐based solutions fostered by
decentralization of resource allocation – and broader political – authority, the
commonality of “community failures” that are often as serious as market or state
failures on which economists more frequently focus (Bardhan 2002, chapter 61).
Moreover, as Sachs (2005) argues forcefully, however, corruption may be as much a
consequence as a cause of poverty, thus the current fashion within development
agencies for emphasizing corruption as a root cause of slow growth and persistent
poverty may prove short‐lived. Institutional factors plainly matter to the course of
development; what remains less clear is which factors and why.
The historical evidence suggests that initial material factor endowments (e.g.,
climate, soils, minerals, proximity to navigable rivers and ports, etc.) predisposed
certain countries toward particular development paths, but that the colonial experience
of developing economies played a major role in shaping the legal and political
institutions that affected the distribution of political power and assets, as well as
incentives to invest and innovate (North 1990, Sokoloff and Engerman 2000, chapter 60).
In particular, societies characterized by greater initial inequality, elites more often
succeeded in establishing a legal framework that secured for them disproportionate
political power that they used to perpetuate inequality, often by creating exclusionary
mechanisms that limited the options of the poorer members of society (Acemoglu et al.
2001, chapter 62). Ex ante differences in inequality, human capital endowments and
political power, perhaps rooted in the material factor endowments of particular places,
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thus appear to have helped shape the often disappointing growth and poverty
dynamics of many low‐income economies today through a sort of institutional path
dependence that mirrors the multiple equilibrium processes around which so much of
the development economics has emerged (Sokoloff and Engerman 2000, Acemoglu et al.
2001).
VI.

Conclusions

With the world’s political leaders placing more emphasis on global poverty and
hunger issues than they have in decades, development economics is flourishing again.
Well‐equipped with the formal toolkit the economics discipline has developed over the
past several decades, a certain amount of the “innovation” in the literature is a
rediscovery of longstanding themes: poverty traps, human capital, the criticality of
technology adoption and market participation, the obstacles posed by coordination
failures, the importance of institutions, and inter‐linkages across contracts and sectors.
These time‐tested themes remain central to the ongoing exploration of the causal
reasons why some countries, communities and people are rich while others suffer
grinding poverty that too often persists for generations.
Those of us who have dedicated years to the study of development economics
continue to delight in new empirical, methodological and theoretical discoveries that
help us inch along the path of relieving human suffering through scholarship. Because
the challenges of development are so complex and intertwined, many of the richest
insights come from building bridges across themes and scales of analysis or developing
tools or findings that are broadly applicable to a wide class of problems.
Hence this collection of papers. It has been compiled, and this introductory essay
written, principally with young scholars in mind – advanced undergraduates and
graduate students in economics, agricultural economics, development studies, public
policy and international relations programs – as well as adventurous young scholars
from cognate social sciences. These volumes offer such readers an introduction to the
field. But as I have personally discovered in editing these 1600 pages, a collection such
as this offers a wonderful opportunity for an interlude of synthesis between the various
narrowly‐defined projects in which we scholars are always engaged, a chance perhaps
to see the forest for the trees.
The chapters that follow reprint a selection – unfortunately, space constraints permit
only a selection – of the finest work in development economics, spanning topics,
decades and continents, including the work of luminaries as well as some seminal
papers by scholars whose work unfortunately gets less attention in the mainstream of
the profession. Ultimately, the key criterion in selecting these papers was not that they
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evince brilliance, a high but frequently attained standard. Rather, the key criterion was
the far tougher standard that these papers – or the body of literature they represent –
discretely advance the stock of economic knowledge that is useful to improving
standards of living for those less fortunate than most of us who have the privilege of an
academic profession. My shelves are chock‐a‐block with books and my files
overflowing with papers that offer useful findings and insights but only bear one
careful reading. The papers I chose for these volumes I have read multiple times, each
time learning something new and useful. I hope readers find similar riches in the pages
that follow.
Why should one take on the task of reading, such a broad‐ranging, immense and
admittedly, sometimes dense collection of papers? None of us can work all the seams
of the rich intellectual mine that is development economics, and precious few produce
real gems regularly. But by familiarizing ourselves with the central themes and seminal
work of the field we not only enjoy the collective brilliance of many scholars’
noteworthy individual contributions, we reap the benefits of intellectual arbitrage from
parallel sub‐literatures within the vast area of development economics and, most
importantly, we better equip ourselves to help address the many practical societal
challenges that development economists are privileged to research and debate. Because
the task of helping to reduce human suffering and to foster improved standards of
living is so vitally important, we development economists must continuously invest in
building and extending sound theory, rigorous methods and a convincing body of
empirical evidence. We must regularly challenge popular beliefs, eschew ideologically
pure but empirically unsupportable models, and humbly revisit the forgotten wisdom
of our predecessors. But in order to do original, valuable research, we must first do our
homework. Learning the theories, methods and existing body of empirical evidence
well is central to the even greater task of doing good.
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